Helping Partners Help the Poor
After the end of a nearly thirty year long
civil war in Sri Lanka, internally displaced
people in the north of the country are
currently finding new homes to relocate to.
The natural terrain of Sannar Village,
Pallamadu in Mannar was once unoccupied
but now contains a small settlement of ethnic
Muslims and Tamils. Established in the year
2010, May, the roughly 250 families that
moved to the area were presented with land to start their lives over anew.
Previously residing in IDP camps or temporarily staying at Jaffna, these
refugees now have land on permit with the opportunity to own these perches
in the future.
Sannar Village

But life is still not easy for the inhabitants.
Widows and people disabled by the war are
without a stable income, working casual jobs as
laborers, farmers or fishermen. The poor
conditions of housing structures erected by the
people are unhealthy and affect their overall
quality of life. The tea sheaves and Cajan leaves
composing the construction materials result in
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unsafe living environments. Small interior space
offers little privacy, consequential overcrowding and insecurity for women.
Further aggravating the situation is the hot and dry climate which heats up
these shelters. However, there is hope.
Kabbalah Centre Charitable Causes, headquartered in
Los Angeles, America, has teamed up together with
Habitat for Humanity International and Habitat for
Humanity Sri Lanka to provide safe and decent housing to
these underprivileged persons. The Kabbalah Center (or
KCCC) is a charitable giving program that provides support
to those affected by extreme poverty, gender inequality,
and natural & manmade disasters. Financial aid is
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distributed to the needy through partnerships with other
charitable organizations so Habitat International was contacted by Rachel

Strickland, manager of KCCC in August 2013. Jeremy Kraut-Ordover, deputy
director for individual giving, and Karan Kennedy on the Foundation
Relations team were assigned to handle the Kabbalah relationship and
develop funding opportunities.
After several meetings and during which Ms.
Strickland expressed her interest to support disaster
response in Sri Lanka, the IDP project was chosen as it
suited the requirements. The project would provide a
platform for peace-building and an opportunity for
KCCC volunteers to witness first-hand the progress of
the disadvantaged through Habitat’s GV build program.
Habitat Sri Lanka would be in charge of constructing
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houses for 180 families and a community center while
their partners Zoa Sri Lanka would handle income generation, school related
resource distribution and health care for the whole community.
Together with Moshe Rosenberg, an
instructor for the KCCC, Ms. Strickland
travelled to Sri Lanka between the 31st March
and 3rd April 2014 to meet with Habitat
Sri Lanka and for an on-site visit. On the
1st April the duos was welcomed at the
countries National Office in Dehiwala. An
introduction was given to Habitats work in
the country with friendly conversation and
laughter intruding in. The group then set off
the next day on a long journey to the village.

The garlanded new arrivals at the
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Accompanied
by Edward
Fernando
(National
Program
Manager), Joeri
Leyson (Program
On site at the school
Support Manager
for the AP Office) and Francis Fernando (GV Manager) from Habitat
Sri Lanka, the party arrived at the local pre-school where they were greeted
at the gate by

the village children, an assembly of
beneficiaries and their families. Once inside a
dance item was performed, followed by a few
speeches after which Mr. Rosenberg stood to
address the audience. He commented in a
moving speech about the oneness of all
people regardless of their hometown, their
relationship to each other and the group’s
initiative to help the needy. The donors next
Ms Strickland and Moshe Rosenberg proceeded to intermingle with the local people
with a beneficiary family (center)
who shared their appreciation for the aid while
discussing their concerns and troubles.
Families and their home sites were visited
where 20 houses are currently under
construction. The group also laid the
foundation stones for an additional house.
After the day’s proceedings a final
meeting was held with Mr. Dinesh
Kanagaratnam (National Director) before
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the KCCC representatives headed home.
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The latter discussed sending a team of GV
volunteers from the Center next summer. They also commended Habitats
work and expressed hope for a longer partnership in the future.

The KCCC representatives (center left) with Habitat staff

